INTRODUCTION

Dynamic range controllers (DRCs) are systems used to dynamically adjust the signal gain in conditions where the input amplitude is unknown or varies over a wide range.

Attack and decay rate settings control how quickly the DRC changes the gain. Under controlled conditions using artificial signals it is possible to measure attack and decay times. However, in typical use cases, where real audio signals are being processed, attack and decay periods merge into each other and measuring times becomes impractical. Attack and decay settings are defined based on the operation of the DRC rather than the observed attack or decay times.

SCOPE

This application note applies to the following Wolfson audio CODECs only:
- WM8903 / WM8910 / WM8904 / WM8912 / WM8918

The following topics are covered:
- Overview of DRC Operation.
- Explanation of how DRC attack and decay times are generated.
- Specification of DRC attack and decay rates in the datasheet.
- Attack and decay times when applied to real audio signals.
- How to choose attack and decay settings.

For more general information on DRC operation and use cases, please refer to Wolfson Application Note WAN_0215 “DRC Operation in Wolfson Audio CODECs”.
OPERATION OF THE DRC

The DRC is a digital block within the digital audio path that can be used to apply compression or automatic level control. During compression a change in input amplitude will result in a smaller change at the output. For example, if there is a compression ratio of ¼ then a 4dB change in amplitude at the input will result in a 1dB change in amplitude at the output.

Figure 1 shows a typical transfer curve of input amplitude verses output amplitude for a DRC, where DRC_KNEE_OP, DRC_KNEE_IP, DRC_LO_COMP and DRC_HI_COMP are user defined variables.

---

**Figure 1 DRC Input/Output Transfer Function**

The DRC works by changing the gain dynamically as a function of the input signal amplitude. Attack and decay settings are used to control the time period over which the gain changes. An attack time is a period over which the gain is decreasing; a decay time is a period over which the gain is increasing. Attack and decay times are show in Figure 2.

---

**Figure 2 DRC Attack and Decay Times**
GENERATION OF ATTACK AND DECAY TIMES

For the purpose of explaining attack and decay times, the DRC can be simplified into the block diagram shown in Figure 3. There are five blocks shown; a rectifier, gain controller, peak detector, reciprocal function and multiplier. The DRC can be viewed as a variable gain amplifier where the output of the peak detector is 1/gain.

The gain controller takes a rectified version of the input signal and applies the transfer characteristic of the DRC (shown in Figure 1). The output of the gain controller is the input to the peak detector, which is used to apply the attack and decay times over which the gain is changed. It works as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, where the red trace is the output of the peak detector. The peak detector output tracks the input; rising when less than the input and falling when greater than the input. The rate of the rising slope is determined by the DRC attack rate setting, whilst the rate of the falling slope is determined by the DRC decay rate setting.

Figure 4 shows how the peak detector output settles at close to the peak level when the input amplitude is constant and then tracks up after a sudden increase in input amplitude. The reciprocal of this is applied as the gain and produces the attack period in the DRC output. During the attack period, the rise in peak detector output level is made up from alternating periods of attack and decay slopes. The decay slope will have an impact on the attack period; however since decay slopes are usually significantly slower than the attack slopes that impact should be minor.

The diagram in Figure 5 illustrates how the decay is generated by the DRC. This is slightly different compared to attack because the peak detector output falls at a constant rate determined by the decay slope only. The principle of operation is still the same.
DATASHEET SPECIFICATION OF ATTACK AND DECAY

The datasheets specify a list of attack and decay rates in seconds/6dB that can be configured on the device. These numbers relate to the rates of the attack and decay slopes as shown in Figure 4. These slopes can be measured on the CODEC by using a DC step input as shown in Figure 6. By measuring the attack or decay time and the change in output level (also change in gain) the slope rate can be calculated in seconds/6dB.

The decay time for a sudden decrease in amplitude of a sinusoidal input can be calculated directly from the decay rate in the datasheet since the peak detector output level falls at a constant rate along a single decay slope (see Figure 5).

For attack times however, in most cases, the peak detector output level climbs and falls every wavelength (see Figure 4). Therefore the attack time for a sudden increase in amplitude of a sinusoidal input will be longer than would be calculated from the attack rate in the datasheet.
ATTACK/DECAY IN REAL AUDIO SIGNALS

Real audio signals are irregular and vary over time. The test conditions required to accurately measure attack and decay times are not applicable to real audio. The attack and decay times involved when applying the DRC to audio data change dynamically and are difficult to quantify.

It is important to note that although it is difficult to measure attack and decay times in real audio signals, the effect of changing attack and decay rates is predictable. For any given input signal, if the attack setting is increased all attack periods will be increased. Similarly for decay, if the decay setting is increased all decay periods will be increased. As a result, the qualitative effect of a change in attack or decay will be predictable.

CONFIGURING ATTACK AND DECAY SETTINGS

Ideal attack and decay settings are subjective and may differ slightly from person to person and between different kinds of audio. Attack and decay settings should be chosen through an iterative process of listening and fine tuning. It is recommended to have the attack and decay rates as fast as possible without experiencing audio artefacts such as "gain pumping" and "clicking".

"Clicking" is an audible artefact caused by very fast changes in gain. It may sound like a faint crackling noise. This can be resolved by increasing the attack rate.

"Gain Pumping" is when the gain changes are audibly perceived as though someone is manually increasing the volume. This can be can be solved by increasing the decay rate.

These artefacts will also be affected by other DRC settings such as the compression ratio. A softer compression will reduce chance of creating audible artefacts.

The following process is suggested for choosing attack and decay settings:

1. Configure all other DRC settings.
2. Minimise attack and decay rates.
3. Increase decay rate until gain pumping is removed.
4. Increase attack rate until clicking is removed.

SUMMARY

It is not practical to specify the attack and decay times that can be expected when using the DRC with real audio signals. The datasheet definition of the attack and decay rates is based upon the operation of the DRC and can be replicated using a DC step input. When configuring the DRC, the attack and decay rates should be chosen based on listening tests.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

If you require more information or require technical support, please contact the nearest Wolfson Microelectronics regional office:
http://www.wolfsonmicro.com/contact

or one of our global distributors:
http://www.wolfsonmicro.com/distribution
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